Even with DDR4‐SDRAM, HashCache is capable of processing 100+ million packets per second and per memory
channel, enabling stateful processing of steps that in the past had to be handled statelessly with all the associated
downsides and problems.
DDoS resiliance, high storage capacities, and sub microsecond latencies make HashCache the ideal state storage for
stateful network devices exposed to attack traﬃc, such as stateful ﬁrewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems, large‐scale
TCP/UDP/QUIC servers, CG‐NAT and many more!
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HashCache is a state storage IP‐core that solves a fundamental issue in stateful network appliances: how to retrieve
and store new state information at suﬃcient speed such that an attacker cannot overwhelm the device with state‐
creating requests.
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The number of processed
packets scales linearly
with the number of mem‐
ory channels due to high
parallelism.

Due to a combined lookup, update, in‐
sert and delete operation, on average
HashCache needs only 3 memory ac‐
cesses for worst case traﬃc and as low
as 2.0003 for normal traﬃc.

States have a minimum retention time
which scales with the available storage
and ensures that even under attack
traﬃc, states of legitimate connections
will not be dropped.

With a storage overhead
of only about 4 bytes per
entry, HashCache achieves
a higher state density than
comparable solutions.
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While conventional packet processing solutions struggle to
reach 40G, HashCache can easily handle any line rate even with
DDR4‐SDRAM by scaling up the number of memory channels.
In the experiment on the left, throughput is measured with a
mix of real world traﬃc and attack traﬃc. The real world traﬃc
is sourced from an internet exchange, while the attack traﬃc
consists of minimal packets where each packet creates a new
entry in the state memory.
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▸Stateful ﬁrewalls
▸IDS
▸NAT / CG‐NAT
▸DDoS mitigation
▸Web & database caching
▸High frequency trading
▸Hardware TCP/UDP/QUIC server

▸High read throughput
▸High insertion rate
▸Guarantees on state retention time
▸Low latency (0.2 µs on external SRAM)
▸SRAM or DRAM
▸Low storage overhead
▸Energy consumption < 1 µJ/request

▸Stateful processing in exposed networks
▸Very resilient to DDoS attacks
▸Designed for insert heavy use cases
▸Supports billions of states
▸Enables single device solutions
▸Signiﬁcant electricity savings
▸Reduced TCO

Synogate is a startup situated in Berlin that specializes in RTL‐design
and FPGA development. With extensive knowledge in the ﬁelds of IP‐
networks, image processing, AI, crypto, and math, we build custom so‐
lutions for our customers as well as generic IP‐cores for licensing.
We are the authors of Gatery, an open source framework for RTL‐de‐
sign that increases productivity and allows us to build highly ﬂexible
and reusable components for our customers.
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In 2021, we were awarded the Exist Gründerstipendium grant of the
German BMWi. A patent application for HashCache has been ﬁled and
is currently pending.

www.synogate.com
mail@synogate.com

Wegedornstr. 32, 12524 Berlin, Germany

Contact us if you
want to learn
more about
HashCache or
commission a
custom design.

